
New Celebrity Couple Jennifer
Lopez  &  Alex  Rodriguez  Are
More Than ‘Just a Fling’

By: Christa Ganz

Jennifer  Lopez  and  Alex  Rodriguez  are  emerging  as  a  new
celebrity couple. The two have been moving rather quickly on
the path to a serious relationship. What started out earlier
this month as a fling, turned into a romantic getaway, and has
now progressed into a celebrity relationship. According to
EOnline.com, friends of the retired New York Yankee said this
relationship is turning out to be more serious than originally
expected. “Friends are slowly thinking this may actually be a
great match. He calls J.Lo his lady. He would wife her up in a
heartbeat…She  is  different  than  other  people  he’s  dated.”
Sources describe the couple as having a “crazy connection” and
are “always all over each other when they are out.” Despite
their busy schedules, J.Lo and A.Rod have been spending a lot
of time with each other in Miami by working out together and
going out to dinner. Lopez, 47, has been in Miami working on
her Spanish album. She still finds time to support 41-year-old
Rodriguez as a special instructor for the New York Yankees.
One factor that appears to make this couple a “great match” is
their similarity in age.

It  looks  like  this  new  celebrity
couple may have staying power! What
are  some  ways  to  ensure  your
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relationship  is  stable  and  long-
lasting?

Cupid’s Advice:

We may at times find ourselves questioning the future of our
relationship. Here are some tips to avoid running into any
doubts about your relationships longevity.

1. Communication is key: It is extremely important to make
sure you are openly sharing your feelings with your partner.
Closed communication can hurt your relationship. No one is a
mind reader!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Jennifer  Lopez  and  Alex
Rodriguez Enjoy a Romantic Vacation for Two

2. Trust: This is hard if you’ve been hurt before. Try to
remember  that  your  new  relationship  isn’t  your  old
relationship. You have to let down some walls in order to
allow the right person to prove their good intentions.

Related Link: Jennifer Lopez Opens Up About Dating Younger Men

3. Keep it fun: Find things you love to do together, like go
on adventures or try new foods. Go on weekend getaways to keep
things fun and exciting. Enjoy each other’s company no matter
what it is you decide to do.

Have you been in a steady, long-term relationship? Comment
your secret to staying together below!
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